Dear colleagues,

We will be organizing the 11th Turkish German Gynecology Congress on 11-15 May 2016 in Belek Antalya. The 10th episode of this series of meetings had been realized in 2014. Now we are happy to invite all our dear friends and colleagues to this forthcoming scientific event.

This time our congress venue will be the newly constructed Sueno Hotels Deluxe’s Convention Center in Belek.

Our 11th congress will both act as a means for our colleagues to catch up with the current developments in our field in the most efficient way and also as a means of escaping the routine and stresses of the daily life, meeting with friends and fellows in a relaxing atmosphere. We are pretty confident that you will be happy to benefit from the rich scientific agenda of the congress and also will enjoy the atmosphere and fascinating social program.

At this year’s congress every morning we will be having keynote lectures with the world’s most reputable speakers; May 11, Wednesday Prof. Sara Brucker (Surgical Gynecology - Quo Vadis?) and Prof. Camran Nezhat (Future Surgeons, Future Surgeries and Future Training), May 12, Thursday Prof. Serdar Bulun (Targeting stem cells to treat uterine leiomyomas), May 13, Friday Prof. Karl Oliver Kagan (Pregnancy as window for future health) and May 14, Saturday Prof. Uzi Beller (“Preventing Ovarian Cancer” – A strategy with hope). In addition, our congress will have two live surgeries, one from France the other from USA, with the moderation by Prof. Ceana Nezhat.

In our forthcoming 11th congress, besides having an enriched scientific program, we are also having pre-congress courses. Even though we have newly announced our courses there seems to be an overwhelming demand, due to this we kindly ask you to realize your registration without further delay. Hope to see you all in Antalya on May 11, 2016.

Yours sincerely,

Cihat Ünlü, MD. Prof.
Congress President

Peter Mallman, MD. Prof.
Congress President

The presentations which were accepted, but has not been presented in the congress are regrettably omitted from the supplement.